
  

One of the most important interfaces between the microcontroller 
and the real word is the Analog-to-DigitalConverter (ADC). 

This allows a digital representation of a physical signal to be measured, 
usually an electrical signal and measured in volts. 

Typically, the low amplitude of most analogue signals representing physical 
quantities, such as temperature, humidity, pressure, velocity among others, 
require some form of signal conditioning. 

The first stage in this process is often amplification of
the analogue signal.
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To convert an analog signal to a digital 
value, it is necessary to use an ADC. 

The Successive Approximation Register 
(SAR) converter uses a technique which 
determines the digital value (bits) by 
approximating the input signal using an 
iterative process.



  

Computer analog data acquisition block diagram



  

The analog world (the real one), interfaces with the digital systems through an ADC. (a 
voltmeter for the computer)
 
The ADC takes the input voltage from a transducer (after signal conditioning), and 
converts it to an equivalent digital value. 

All analog voltages between zero and full scale of the ADC become quantized, by dividing 
the range of voltage into sub-ranges. If FS is the full-scale analog voltage, the quantization 
increment is given by FS x LSB, where LSB = 2-n, where n is the number of bits of the 
ADC. 

The quantization process, which replaces a linear analogue function with a staircase digital 
representation, results in a quantization uncertainty of +/- 0.5 LSB and a quantization error.

10 bits ADC has 2^10 or 1024 combinations.  With a 3 volt reference, each bit value 
equals: 3.00 V/ 1024 combinations or almost 3mV per bit (2.9296875mV)



  

Line of identity

Quantization steps



  

1)The resolution, R, of an ADC is the smallest analogue voltage 
that can be converted into a digital code,

2)The accuracy is the degree of conformity of a digital code to it
actual (true) analogue voltage.

3)DNL (non-linearity) reveals how far an output code is from a 
neighboring output code.

4)Offset error Offset error shifts the transfer function vertically, but 
does not reduce the number of available codes

5)The gain error is given by the full-scale error, minus the offset 
error.

6)SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio without distortion components. 
SNR reveals where the average noise floor of the converter is, 
and sets the ADC performance limit for noise

Accuracy



  http://slideplayer.com/slide/4597523/

Now inside MicroProcessor



  



  

Capacitor logic to produce half voltages for SAR sequence



  



  

ADC DAC Value for successive bit tests



  

ADC10 Block Diagram
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Clock Sources



  



  

ADC cool:  Only 6 lines of code to Set UP ADC for:

Single channel sample

Software triggered conversion

With ISR on conversion completion

Plus one more line to trigger the conversion



  

1. Set input pin:

The ADC pins are controlled by 

System Configuration Register 2.

SYSCFG2 |= ADCPCTL1



  

ADC Conversion takes time - Sample Timing



  

2.  Set ADCCTL0 Register – Sample & Hold time, and turn ADC on
ADCCTL0 |= ADCSHT_2 | ADCON  

More to 1024 cycles



  

3.  Set Conversion trigger and timed sampling
 ADCCTL1 |= ADCSHP

Pulse mode the sample is timed and run by the internal clock source.  

Defaule clock source = MODCLK  

MODCLK: Internal high-frequency oscillator with 5-MHz typical frequency.



  

4. set for 10 bit conversion
ADCCTL2 |= ADCRES;



  

5. Select a Channel (INCH)
ADCMCTL0 |= ADCINCH_1;



  

Same register: Select Conversion Reference Voltage

BOR default



  



  

6. Enable ADC conversion complete interrupt – ADCIE |= ADCIE0;



  

Interrupts



  

More Good ADC stuff…….
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